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   Please send anything you think will 

interest our members to 

Bron Stepowski 

bushclubeditor@gmail.com 

In this Newsletter: 

• NZ’s Te Araroa by Nick Rutledge 

• The Kerry Way by Tomás Dowling 

• Wharf to Wharf by Ingrid Radford 

• Kunama Hutte by Fiona Sonntag 

• Ode to the Bushies by Diane Green 

• Our new Walks Secretary by Roy Jamieson 

• New leaders wanted by Fiona Sonntag & 

Astrid Van Blerk 

• Water dragon by Charles Algert 

• Book Review by Bron Stepowski 

• From the Notice Board 

 

 

 
 

Cover Picture: Mountain of the Wells 
part of The Kerry Way. 

 

      
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE THAT 

HAVE CONTRIBUTED. WITHOUT YOU 

THERE WOULD BE NO NEWSLETTER 

For both the Printed Program  

and Short Notice Walks, preferably use the 

Online form 

www.thebushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/Wal

kSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm 

or go to the For Leaders section on our 

website 

The postal address for all Bush Club 

correspondence - Secretary, Treasurer – is 

PO Box 207 

Milsons Point, NSW 1565 

Welcome to 17 

New Full Members 
Linda Allen 

Kylie Carter 

Margrit Colenbrander 

Bruce Dennien 

David Halfpenny 

Kate Hurley 

Ian Manners 

John Ovenden 

Roanna Ovenden 

Judith Pickering 

Susan Prescott 

Vera Segoh 

Greenie Sim 

Robyn Staples 

Yeok Ken Sung 

Miria Suzuki 

Liz Youman 

 

http://www.thebushclub.org.au/
mailto:bushclubeditor@gmail.com
http://www.thebushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/WalkSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm
http://www.thebushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/WalkSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm


 

Walking New Zealand’s  

Te Araroa  
By Nick Rutledge 

Between October 2019 and February 2020, 

Robert Carter and I trekked the length of the 

two islands of New Zealand. For me, the 

3,006km Te Araroa (“The Long Pathway”) 

had moments of grandeur, exhilaration, 

pain, and quirky oddness. These sentiments 

no doubt reflect personality and past 

experiences, but I’m sure anyone who 

undertakes such a trip will agree, it is the 

discovery of place and of self that makes it 

worthwhile. 

For this article, I’ve chosen photos that show 

some of these moments as I lived them. I 

have also split the journey into two parts and 

will deal with the South Island in the next 

Newsletter. 

The following map shows the North Island 

route. From Cape Reinga in the north to 

Wellington, from where one takes the ferry 

to the South Island, took 75 days. 

 
 

Over the next few pages, I have highlighted 

some of the more memorable highlights of 

the trek. 

 

 
 

Day 12: Russell Forest. In places the stream 

becomes the track. It was cool and refreshing 

but hard to find track markers to follow. 



 

 
Day 15: The track crosses the Ngunguru River. 

James who runs a friendly camp on the other bank 

can take you across in a small tinny. 

 

 
Day 20: Pakiri Beach Holiday Park. The sign in the 

front office captured most of the moods I’d 

experienced already in just 3 weeks. 

 
Day 17: Lion Mountain. Steep but not as 

ferocious as it sounds. A fun day. 

 

 

 
Day 23: Crossing the Okura River at low tide. 
What a great way to start a 35km day. 

 
Day 31: The TA route setters just love a stile – even 
where there’s no fence: Yes, I did cross it. 

 
Day 32: Hakarimata Mountains. Tough walking on 
steep track perfect for ankle twisting, and 1,000 
stair descent to finish. 5hr 30m to cover 9 km. 



 

 
Day 41: The Timber Trail after Piropiro. 

 

 

 
Day 36: Wild camping after Pahautea Hut. 

 
Day 37: Approaching Waitomo. 

 

 

Day 46: The black beach of Koitiata. Like an 

elephant graveyard, a nightmare of freezing wind 

and cutting sand that evening, whilst waiting for 

low tide to cross the Turakina River estuary. 



 

 
Day 49: Stayed in a replica DOC hut which 

Anthony and Fiona in Palmerston North have 

built in their back yard. They offer it free to Te 

Araroa walkers. 

 

 
Day 50: DOC’s Whare o Moturimu Hut at Toko 

Corner approaching the Tararua Range, in the 

south of North Island. 

 
Day 53: The orange triangle leads on through the 
tortuous and torturous tracks near  
Dracophyllum Hut. 

 

 

Day 54: ‘A Room with a View’. Nichol’s Hut, surely 

the TA’s most scenic toilet. 

 

 

 

(left) Day 55: The Tararua Range viewed from 

Mount Crawford. 



 

 

Day 54: The Tararua Range. Heading for 

Waitewaewae Hut. 

 

 

 
Day 66: Camping above the Taumarunui River 

during a five-day canoe section. 

 

 

Day 65: Taumarunui River. A five-day canoe 

trip serves as the TA trail south to Pipiriki. 

There is no land track here. 

 

 
Day 69: The austerely beautiful volcanic 

Tongariro Crossing. 

 

 

Day 70: Near Owhango. Couldn’t wish for a better 

water source.  

 

 

 
Day 73: Atene Skyline Track, south of Pipiriki. 

 



 

Memories of June 2019 / 

Anticipation for June 2022 
By Tomás Dowling 

June 2019 seems such a long time ago. As we 

walked freely through the beautiful hills and 

valleys of Kerry, little did we know that in a 

few short months our whole world would be 

turned upside down. ‘Covid’ had not yet 

entered our lives.  

This article, hopefully, will bring through 

words and pictures some of the wonderful 

moments from our walk in Ireland in June 

2019. For those on my walk in June 2022, I 

hope it will ‘whet your appetite’ for the 

journey ahead. 

The group photo before we departed 

Sydney. 

 

Kerry Way 

Killarney / Black Valley 

As we left Killarney, we passed Muckross 

House and gardens and the Lakes of 

Killarney. The first day of our walk on the 

Kerry Way (26km / 500m) took us through 

Killarney National Park, past Torc waterfall 

and the long trek through stunning scenery 

to the Black Valley. One of the remotest 

areas in Ireland. 

 

 

Black Valley to Glencar 

After a hearty Irish Breakfast, we set out on 

our walk to Glencar (26km / 750m). Today’s 

walk took us along the lower ridges of 

Carrauntoohil (highest mountain peak in 

Ireland @ 1050 metres). 

 



 

Glencar to Glenbeigh 

A short walk today from Glencar to the lovely 

village of Glenbeigh (12km / 400m). As we 

got near Glenbeigh we passed some 

beautiful old thatched cottages. 

 

 

 

 

 

Glenbeigh to Caherciveen 

Today’s walk (21km / 450m) was always 

going to be a very emotional day for me. As 

we crossed Mountain Stage, high above the 

Dingle Peninsula, I knew I would see my 

home town of Caherciveen in the distance. 

After months of anticipation I was home. 

 

 

 

Cnoc na dTobar (Mountain of the Wells) 

Now part of the Pilgrim Paths of Ireland & 

Europe. You follow the ‘Stations of the Cross’ 

to the summit (800m) with spectacular views 

across South Kerry. 

(see newsletter cover page) 

Skelligs 

A unique World Heritage listed site. Take the 

14km boat ride from Portmagee out into the 

wild Atlantic Ocean. Then climb (220m) to 

the summit of Sceilg Mhichíl (Skellig Michael 

/ Great Skelig) where monks lived as far back 

as the 9th century. Nearby is Sceilig Bheag 

(Little Skelig) which is renowned as a 

breeding ground for Puffins.  

 

 

 



 

Caherciveen to Waterville 

After a short bus ride we started our trek 

(20km / 560m) to Waterville across beautiful 

mountains and valleys. We relaxed at the An 

Corcan after our days walking. 

 

 

 

Waterville to Caherdaniel 

Today’s walk (12 km / 400m) brought us 

spectacular views of the coastline with one 

steep (200m) climb.  

 

Caherdaniel to Sneem 

Our final walk of an epic journey (18 km / 

460m) brought us to the beautiful village of 

Sneem. After celebrating the end of our walk 

we departed for Dublin the following 

morning. 

 

Our guide on the Kerry Way was Gerry 
Enright. He was not accustomed to the 
Bush Club tradition of ‘morning tea’ so he 
put pen to paper and composed this 
poem (Sadly Gerry died shortly after we 
finished the walk, while holidaying in 
Spain). 

 

Morning Tay the Gerry Way 

 

We started out in Killarney when we 
crossed the river Flesk, 
The Bush Club was excited and not sure 
what to expect  
We made our way through Muckross to 
Torc Waterfall  
Where we started our first climb not the 
worst of all 
 

We went up along the Old Kenmare Road 
to the Waterfall at Coars  
Where after a few earlier showers the 
rain then pours  
On went our rain gear and then we struck 
it lucky  
It started to stop as we climbed the glen 
at Esknamucky 



 

We crested our final hill the first of many 
hard slogs 
And made our way to the upper lake 
across the bogs 
Through some lovely old oak woods and 
by the lake shore 
We arrived in time for supper after a 
couple of kms more 

A low fog cleared early to a bright and 
sunny day  
We battled through the midges as we 
made our way  
Through a wild and remote valley past 
multicoloured sheep to the end of the 
Black Valley and a climb that’s pretty steep 

By some standing stones through a 
cracked rock, on we go  
What a view lies before us of the Brida 
Valley down below  
We descend with great gusto to another 
lovely glen 
And as one we groan when we realise we 
must go up again 

To cross to our final valley and as we 
cross the ridge 
What a panorama greets us on the way 
to Blackstones Bridge 

Our first glimpse of the sea beyond in 
Dingle Bay  
Each hill brings a lovely vista along the 
Kerry Way 

The Kilometres are clocking up, today 
had an extra few 
But sure tomorrow is a short day with a 
lot less to do 
Through the fairy woods and down in to 
a hobbity dell 
Then up to our first Windy Gap this group 
is going well 

The next day takes us up again to the 
flanks of Drung Hill  
The old Coach Road high and exposed 
gives us quite a  thrill  
We pass another Windy Gap and as the 
trail goes down  
There’s great excitement all around as 
we see Tom’s Town 

There are calls about the Skellig, will the 
trip be off or on  
It could go either way then you’re on the 
boat and gone  
Next morning its Cnoc na dTobar to climb 
the pilgrim’s way  
Then back to the Old Barracks for 

welcome scones and tay 

Another early morning and we depart 
from Tom’s Town  
There’s lots of undulations all day its up 
and down  
Walking two long and lovely ridges with 
the most amazing views  
Green Mountains all around and flowers 
of many hues 

We make our way above the lake and 
cross the final hill  
For another welcome break tonight by 
the sea in Waterville  
The next morning we climb by the sea 
and when we crest the height  
Our view down to Derrynane fills us with 
delight 

And now our final day has dawned and 
on we go on to Sneem 
When you return to Australia it will all be 
like a dream  
So tóg go bog é, mo chairde, and one last 
thing I’ll say 
It was a pleasure and I hope you enjoyed 
all the morning tay. 

Gerry Enright: 16 June 2019 



 

WHARF TO WHARF 

By Ingrid Radford 
 

Recently I did a great little trip to the far 

south coast. I went with a commercial 

operation: a small operation run by a couple 

who are flexible and provide the level of 

support one opts for - I went for the self-

guided option and had bags transported and 

tent provided with camping beds, chairs, 

firewood and water. 

 

 

We were taken to Merimbula and dropped 

off at our accommodation.  

Being a Monday, many places were closed 

but we walked to the Ritzy Wine Bar and had 

a tasty dinner there. The town was very quiet 

though normally cruise ships come into Eden 

and then come to Merimbula for a day out 

(wineries, kayaking etc). 

Next day we walked out to the historic 

Merimbula wharf, then back for breakfast 

before we set off with day packs 

This section was longer than billed (25km) 

because we walked behind Back Lagoon at 

Merimbula and walked the Sandy Creek 

Loop behind Bournda Lagoon. We passed 

stunning scenery along the beach following 

sandy tracks. 

We arrived at Hobart Campsite, in Bournda 

National Park, to find our tent pitched      . 

There weren’t many people, so it was quiet 

but I suspect it’s busy in the school holidays 

as it’s near Wallagoot Lake and the sea. 

 



 

Facilities were good and included hot 

showers and many swamp wallabies 

Next morning, we set off for the home leg 

back to Tathra (15km). I spotted an echidna 

on the path eating ants from a rotten log 

 

 

 

The walking was a bit harder underfoot and 

we had a well earned cold drink at the Tathra 

pub, where we were met with our gear. 

Next part of the trip was to Narooma where 

we stayed at the nearby Beachcomber 

Holiday Park. It is vast, with a dam and lots 

of wallabies, kangaroos and emus 

We had a wonderful snorkel trip to 

Montague Island with Wazza from a local 

tour company and swam in a ‘washing 

machine’ of NZ fur seals. Wetsuits and 

snorkel gear were included in the trip price 

 

We hired e-bikes in Narooma and after 

instructions cycled the 20km return to 

Dalmeny - lots of fun! 

Finally, a last walk up Mt Gulaga (aka Mt 

Dromedary): 16km return and up to 800m, 

through palms and rain forest. There’s no 

view but a great walk. 

We had parked near the Tilba Tilba sports 

field. 

It was such a lovely trip and so good to get 

away. 

  



 

In search of Kunama 

Hutte Kosciusko National 

Park 
By Fiona Sonntag 

Kunama Hutte was built 1952-1953 by the 
Australian Alpine Club below Mt Clarke and 
Mt Northcote, to connect the ski route to 
their Lake Albina Lodge. A ski tow took skiers 
to the main range and then to the lodge. In 
1956 the hut was destroyed by a freak 
avalanche killing one skier. The tow house  

 
Ruins of the tow station. 

was destroyed by fire the following year. The 
ruins of the hut and the tow house remain. 
We set off from Charlottes Pass on the main 
range track on a beautiful sunny December 
day to recce the route for the proposed Club 
walk in January. It had rained hard for 24 
hours prior to the walk, so the Snowy River 
was running fast and flowing over the 
stepping stones. 
After taking our boots off, we paddled across  
the icy water without incident. We followed 
the main range track up until we were level 
with Hedley Tarn, then struck out to the 

 
Club Lake. 

south over the snow grass. The walking was 
easy and the ground fairly dry, given the rain 
we had had. We hopped across numerous 
small creeks on our way to the lake.  

Continuing around the cirque, we found the 
hut ruins on a small knoll under Mt Clarke, 
surrounded by vegetation and a boggy area. 
The rock walls remained, as well as some 
metal cylinders and a water capture system. 
A plaque had been placed on the hut wall in 
memory of Roslyn Wesche who died when 
the avalanche hit the hut. 

 
The plaque on Kunama Hutte 

At Club Lake we noticed three skiers who had 
skied down the remaining snow patches 
sitting above the lake.  

After crossing the lake outlet we headed 
south east to Mawson’s Cirque. Lunch was 
overlooking the hut site with a boggy creek 



 

below. We decided to stay high and track 
around the cirque to the tow ruins. Here 
there were lots of metal debris and the 
remnants of a water collection system. 

To return, we followed the creek 
downwards, staying near the grassy banks, 
and eventually crossing two larger creeks. 
This was a lovely walk with tarns and 
waterfalls dotted along the way. There were 
plenty of flowers to enjoy. 

 
Ruins of Kunama Huttte. 
 
We then decided to track high which was a 
mistake as the scrub eventually became 
thigh high and tiring to navigate. We checked 
out the chimney ruin near the Snowy River 
stepping stones, then again navigated the 

flooded crossing and returned to Charlottes 
Pass. 

 
Chimney at the Snowy River crossing. 

All in all, a lovely day out with some 

interesting history. 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, due to Covid 

restrictions, the planned January walk 

did not proceed. The walk will be 

rescheduled on the club program 

sometime soon. 

        ODE TO THE BUSHIES 
By Diane Green 

Bushies we are, and Bushies we will be; 
Hiking high mountains or out to the sea. 
Sometimes we amble city streets and learn 

history; 
Sometimes nature walks and learn about a 

tree. 
Some pack up their tents and head for the 

hills; 
Needing to pack light, sleep rough and 

similar drills. 
Then there’s car camping, well that is a treat; 
Best of both worlds, with only daypack in the 

heat.  
Each event is planned out and led very well; 
With safety and care, our core values which 

sell. 
You see that in our membership growing 

each year; 
Welcoming some more sedate, some with 

mountains to clear. 
We come in all sizes, professions and more; 
And share conversation – most exciting, 

some a bore. 
There are so many friendships with laughter 

to share; 
Great to spend time with fellow Bushies who 

care. 
Thank you to the Committee, the Leaders, 

and to the Walk Participants who make our 

Bush Club such a success. 



 

Our New Walks Secretary 

 

Hi, I'm Roy Jamieson, Bush Club Walks 

Secretary for 2022. 

I was asked in early November if I knew of 

anyone who might be keen on being Walks 

Secretary. I replied 'what about me?' and a 

few people thought that might be a good 

idea, so here I am.

A few members know me, others don't, so 

let me tell you a little more. I won't tell you 

how old I am, except to say I am old enough 

to have one of life's luxuries, a Gold Opal 

card. I've been a member of the club (and a 

leader) for almost 20 years (since 2002). 

Over that time I've led everything from day 

walks to multi-day excursions, car camping 

trips and even the odd trip to New Zealand. 

I've met some fabulous people along the way 

and continue to do so. Other than being a 

leader plus a couple of years as Newsletter 

Editor, I really hadn't given thought to being 

part of the elected committee. 

I hope I can make even a small contribution 

to what is a truly marvellous bushwalking 

club. 

While many clubs have struggled over the 

years, The Bush Club has continued to 

reinvent itself and flourish and that can be 

put down to a succession of proactive and 

inclusive committees with the constant aim 

of shoring up its great resource, the leader 

ranks. We have a range of terrific leaders in 

our midst and I've no doubt there'll be many 

new ones along the way.  

Please keep supporting them, because 

without them the club dies. If you've thought

about leading but have concerns, tap one of 

our existing leaders on the shoulder and get 

them to co-lead a walk. 

While I'm at it, there is one thing I must point out 

and that's when you're booking on a walk, please 

give the leader all the information he or she 

needs from the get-go, particularly if the 

leader doesn't know you. 

Full name, mobile number, emergency 

contact number, whether you have first aid 

qualifications and details of your Covid 

vaccination status. 

If you're a Prospective, say so, plus provide 

details of any walks you might have done in 

recent months. 

It all helps prevent the leader wasting 

precious time chasing up details. Also, if you 

have to withdraw from a walk, give as much 

notice as possible. 

There, that's the lecture part done. 

Please keep supporting our club in 

whichever way you can and if you ever have 

any suggestions that can make the 

experience even better, speak up.   

walkssecretary@gmail.com 

Cheers 

Roy 

  

mailto:walkssecretary@gmail.com


 

New leaders wanted 

By Fiona Sonntag & Astrid Van Blerk 

Ever thought about become a leader or 

wanting to hone your leadership skills. The 

Bush Club provides free leadership training 

and mentoring for aspiring and existing 

leaders. Our next leader training will be held 

on Saturday 26 February and is open to all 

members. The training takes the form of 

walk (Cowan to Brooklyn) and talk 

(presentations along the way). 

 

Nervous about leading - there is no need to 

be. Here is an extract of a presentation from 

one our recent new leaders, Astrid Van Blerk 

that may allay your fears. 

Three insights from my own very 

subjective, new leader's perspective. 

Firstly 

Let's face it - there is a lot of work 

involved in preparing and leading a 

walk and having the right motivation to 

keep you going is important. Of course, 

such volunteering of your time and 

energy will get you a certain 

appreciation and acknowledgement but 

try to find further motivation beyond 

"it's good for the club", or "it's expected 

of me", I "should" or I "must" give back 

- look in what ways it's good for YOU!  

There are many potential benefits that 

will gradually reveal themselves if you 

embark on this journey in earnest - 

personal growth for sure; gaining 

confidence and people and decision-

making skills; having to stretch one's 

comfort zone every now and then; 

realising the joys and wonders of team 

projects (because that’s what every 

walk is, even if you prefer to see 

yourself as a "solo player"). As in 

learning to drive a car, it takes some 

time until you get the basics sorted and 

can start to look around and enjoy and 

be creative and play and interact with 

your "team of the day" in an open and 

relaxed manner - I reckon THAT's when 

it gets really interesting, and rewarding 

(can't say I am there yet myself but 

having that vision in my sight at least 

😉) 

Secondly 

Never feel that you have to do this all 

on your own. There is A LOT of support 

available in our "Friendly Club" and you 

can get it from many sources - the 

committee, other leaders, experienced 

walkers, information on the website, 

interaction with other members in The 

Bush Club Community Group on 

Facebook where you can also ask 

questions... Ask for help and support at 

all stages - walk preparation/ recces, 

ideas for routes, risk assessment, using 

apps to navigate and trace walks...  

There is so much experience, skill, and 

knowledge in the club and you will find 

that most members are more than 

willing to share, and assist you to the 

extent of their abilities - maybe you 

even make a few new friends along the 

way, who knows? 🤗  

On the day of the walk, trust that others 

in the group will be happy to provide 

support and even share in 

responsibilities if needed, ie. 

volunteering as Tail, providing First Aid, 

finding the way if lost or having to use 

alternative routes... Yes, you will be 

The Boss and coordinator but again - 

you don't have to do everything on your 



 

own and everyone will want you to 

succeed because obviously that's in 

everyone’s interest!  

 

Thirdly 

Whilst of course you should take the 

responsibility you undoubtedly have as 

a walk leader very seriously, watch out 

for expectations of your own abilities, 

skills or knowledge that are too high or 

unrealistic (for example, thinking that 

as a leader you must always be the 

strongest/ fastest walker in the group, 

be familiar with every single track in the 

area, or "know what to do" in every 

single situation). This can undermine 

your confidence, create unnecessary 

anxiety, and diminish your enjoyment 

of the experience to the point of losing 

motivation. It is also overly idealistic, if 

not unrealistic to try to come up with "a 

walk that makes everyone happy" - it's 

all but impossible to please everyone! 

😉 

In regards to finding a suitable walk for 

you to lead, it works better if you focus 

less on what route, or grade of 

difficulty, or type of walk others might 

enjoy and instead tune into what YOU 

love, and would like to share. If you 

come from a place of genuine 

enthusiasm, appreciation, and 

meaningfulness for you personally you 

will see that others will feel inspired and 

"like" what you have to offer no matter 

what! I have seen this principle in 

action on many club walks - pure 

magic,😍 

 

So that was my "two cents worth" for 

today and perhaps it helps a little bit. I 

am wishing you a wonderful, exciting 

and rewarding journey as a new leader 

- you have come so far already and with 

some more commitment and 

perseverance you may soon discover a 

whole new world of hidden abilities and 

qualities you never knew you had. What 

an adventure!! 

Astrid. 

 

 

Interested? 

If so, full details are on the Bush Club 

program. Please do not hesitate to contact 

Fiona (fiona@eltag.com.au) or Walter 

(walterbaer@yahoo.com.au) to book a place 

on the leadership program. 

WATER DRAGON 

By Charles Algert 

 

The lizards are out in force, at least along the 

Lane Cove River. It isn't all leeches and ticks 

out there. We found this creature alongside 

the Great North Walk on the east side of the 

river, just south of the Fiddens Wharf access.  

It was a vain old sausage of a dragon, 

preening and posing for us as we crept up 

within a metre. It had even gone to the 

bother of selecting a particularly decorative 

rock to display itself on.  

It did finally budge when we tired of 

admiring it and insisted on our right to 

continue along the trail. 

mailto:fiona@eltag.com.au
mailto:walter.baer@yahoo.com.au


 

BOOK REVIEW 
The Salt Path 

By Raynor Winn 
Reviewed by Bron Stepowski 

I found this remarkable story whilst on 

holiday in England. Raynor Winn and her 

 

husband, Moth, married for 32 years, 

mortgaged their family home and farm in 

order to support the business venture of 

a family friend. When that venture went 

bad, the lawyers came and the pair lost 

everything. They were suddenly 

homeless. 

In the same week, Moth was diagnosed 

with a rare neurodegenerative disease, 

corticobasal degeneration, which causes 

the brain to shrink and the nerve cells to 

degenerate and die over time. Wow!! 

Rather than dwell on their homelessness 

and the uncertainty of Moth’s health, 

they decided to buy camping gear with 

what little money they had and walk the 

630 miles of coastline from Minehead on 

the north coast of Somerset, west along 

the north coasts of Devon and Cornwall 

to Land’s End, then along the south coast 

to Poole in Dorset. They couldn’t face the 

prospect of living in a Council house just 

yet after the freedom of their own place 

in the fields of the Welsh countryside. 

This terrific narrative by Raynor Winn 

deals with the stigma they experienced 

due to their homelessness. People they 

met would marvel at this ‘old’ couple 

doing such a challenging walk but then 

would distance themselves as soon as 

they found out the pair didn’t have a 

quaint cottage somewhere to return to 

but actually had no home. 

They had next to no money, surviving on 

a weekly income of £48. They were often 

hungry and many days seemed to survive 

on packets of fudge. 

But what amazed me as I read this book, 

devoid of energy on my Covid recovery 

bed, was that Moth despite his weakness 

and despite all the health experts saying 

he should be at home resting, kept on 

walking. And this walking made him 

better. There are some strenuous parts 

on the South-West Coast Path but the 

harder it was the better he felt. This book 

illustrates the healing power of walking. 

And it’s drug free! 

The book ends with them having 

completed the walk. I have been inspired 

to buy the sequel The Wild Silence, to see 

how this remarkable couple got their life 

back together.  



 

FROM THE NOTICE BOARD 
 
North Sydney Walking Strategy 

Council’s strategy has been published. The 

long term aim to increase participation in 

walking. The areas covered include Kirribilli, 

St Leonards and Cremorne Point, Neutral 

Bay, Crows Nest, Milsons Point and 

Waverton  

You may be interested in giving feedback, 

especially if you live locally or work in the 

area. 

Submissions closes on 27 February. 

https://yoursay.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/w

alking-strategy. 

Bush Club General Meeting 

The next Bush Club General Meeting will be 

held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, 

16 FitzRoy Street at 4:30pm on 10 February. 

All committee roles will be up for re-election. 

Links to Items of Interest 

https://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/
newsletter-archive/ 

https://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au 

 

 

Bushwalking etiquette  

By Kaye Birch 

We all know the so-called rules of 

bushwalking - arrive on time, don’t tread on 

the heels of the person in front etc. The 

walks program also sets out the basics – 

fitness requirements, how much to 

contribute to the driver if you share a lift, 

drinking water etc.  

But it’s not a bad idea to remind ourselves 

every now and then of a few other simple 

points that will make the leader’s job easier.  

 -Offer to be the tail for part of the walk.  

-Alternatively, change places on the walk so 

you are mingling, not just with the leader but 

the entire group particularly prospective 

members.   

-If a leader is happy for faster walkers to go 

ahead – say up a hill – that’s fine, but please 

check with the leader about when or where 

to wait for everyone to catch up. It is very 

dispiriting for a leader who may have slowed 

down over the years, to be constantly trying 

to walk at the pace of the fastest walkers. 

- If someone further back is hurt, it is 

essential for everyone to wait and help. 

- Allow the leader to decide when to start off 

again after lunch and other breaks so all of 

the group have an opportunity to be 

adequately rested.   

- Make things as easy as possible for the 

leader. Don’t attempt to change the itinerary 

or make suggestions unless the leader is 

asking for ideas, especially when the leader 

is trying to work out tricky navigation.   

-If you are planning to leave the walk before 

the official finish, let the leader know 

beforehand.   And, offer petrol money 

before being asked.  

Finally, don't forget to thank the leader. 

 

And finally, 

Some words from the poet Mary 

Oliver (1939-2019). 

Instructions for living a life 

Pay attention 

Be astonished 

Tell about it

https://yoursay.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/walking-strategy
https://yoursay.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/walking-strategy
https://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/newsletter-archive/
https://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/newsletter-archive/
https://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/

